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Starting with the first issue published in 1947, the
entire Leeds Art Calendar will shortly be available on
microfilm. Write for information or send orders
direct to:
University Microfilms, Inc., 300 N.
Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, U.S.A.

Leeds Art Collections Fund
This is an appeal to all who are interested in the Arts. The
Leeds Art Collections Fund is the source of regular funds for
buying works of art for the Leeds collection. We want more
subscribing members to give one and a half guineas or
upwards each year.
Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery and Temple
Newsam; receive your Arts Calendar free each quarter; receive
invitations to all functions, private views and organised visits
to places of interest, by writing for an application form to the
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Editorial

As this issue of the Calendar goes to press
the Art Gallery is in the throes of 'Skill:

an exhibition of creative craftsmanship'. It
has some splendid things in it and has
certainly had a good response from the
public in terms of visitorial numbers. It
was, however, presented by the Institute
of Directors, the Craft Centre of Great
Britain and the Scottish Craft Centre with
an eye on propaganda and it will have
failed in one of its purposes if it does not
encourage local industrialists and business
people to patronize artists. The silver dish
designed by Gerald Benney and presented
by Marks and Spencer to the Lord Mayor
of Leeds, plays a prominent part in the
exhibition and is well illustrated in the very
lush catalogue. The dish provides in fact
a link between 'Skill'nd 'Public Treasure', the exhibition we, with the aid of the
Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, put
on at the Art Gallery during the Musical
Festival last year. To put it quite simply
the wonderful array of silver commissioned
by or presented to cities and universities
in Britain on show then produced the
climate which produced the idea which
produced the dish. Dare we hope that
'Skill'ill lead to further commissions and
that one day Leeds may be proud of a fine
collection of twentieth century plate given
by loyal citizens who made their money
in the city.
There have been substantial additions
to the art collections at Temple Newsam
and the Art Gallery recently. Many
months ago a particularly
fine pair of
white marble and ormolu cassolets
obviously by Matthew Boulton
came on
the market. We could do little about it
as all available money was set aside in
case it would help to buy the Tiepolosthe story in brief of the fresco episode was
told in the editorial of the last Calendar. We

were fortunate over the cassolets for the
parties concerned were sympathetic to
Temple Newsam and they were unofficially reserved for us; the happy result is
that with the aid of a grant through the
Victoria and Albert Museum and a
greatly reduced price asked by the owner
amounting in effect to another grant—
they are now safely in the public collection
they deserve. Together with the single
cassolet in the same materials, but of
totally different conception, bought by the
Leeds Art Collections Fund last year,
visitors to Temple Newsam can begin to
appreciate the splendour
of Matthew
Boulton's 'fine wares'n the neo-classical
idiom. They are complementary
too to
the Harewood writing table and many
other treasures acquired in recent years. A
word about cassolets: they were made to
contain sweet-smelling herbs and, accordan eighteenthing to Mrs. Montague,
century intellectual and a great writer of
letters, they would be brought in with the
dessert to "drive away the vapour of Soup
and all the fulsome savour of dinner".
Very fashionable in France during the
latter part of the eighteenth
century
Matthew Boulton may have been the only
person making them in England.
Until now the work of Albert Marquet
was unrepresented in the Leeds collection.
He was one of the most single-minded of
painters who seemed never to be upset by
the artistic revolutions around him, but
capable always of taking from outside only
what would enrich his ov n personal vision
and rigid aesthetic beliefs. This is the more
remarkable when one remembers that he
was the contemporary
and friend of
Matisse, Vlaminck and Derain and shared
with them the climate of experiment
stimulated by the work of Van Gogh and
Gauguin during the very early years of

—

Cassotet, one

of a Pair

80.
Mattheto Boutton, c. 1775—
While marble and ormolu, At. 15 in.

by

this century. All this ferment so superbly
summed up, incidentally, in our painting
by Derain of Barges on the Thames. Marquet's powers of absorbing a complicated
scene and distilling from it the very essence
of the subject in terms of simple forms and
the subtlest of colour harmonies were,
perhaps, at their highest during the first
world war. His was an art of quiet statement which induces contemplation,
but
curiously
enough busy ports specially
intrigued him perhaps their very movement provided the challenge he enjoyed.
The Port of Marseilles painted in 1916, just
acquired, again with the aid of a Victoria
and Albert Museum grant, is a particularly lovely example ofhis accomplishment.
To complete the list we have also purchased two delightful lit tie sketches by
Francis Place discussed elsewhere in this
-and a lithograph by Felix Vallaton,
issue —
all available in the Print Room. Talking
of the Print Room and Art Library it is
hoped that members will have noticed the
'forthcoming events'heets issued by the
Curator, Julian Pritchard, and enjoyed
the special displays in the watercolour
room devoted to the work of a single
painter and using material from our own
collection. Artists already selected by the
curator for this special treatment have
been
R. Cozens, Francis Towne,
Richard Wilson
Thomas Rowlandson,
and Wilson Steer. For visitors who wanted
more information than could reasonably
be fitted in to the general label on the wall,
he also provided handouts in which the
artist's work was discussed in a little more

—
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The Barbara Hepworth exhibition at
the Tate Gallery is to be followed this
summer by a retrospective in honour of
Henry Moore. Once again our Reclining
Figure of 1929 has been asked for, but this
time it will be accompanied to London by
the Leeds Art Collection Fund's Bridge
Prop. To compensate us for our heavy, if
temporary, loss the British Council has
lent their lt=ing and Queen, one of the best
known of the sculptor's more figurative
bronzes. It will give us an opportunity of
seeing another aspect of Henry Moore's
work in Leeds for a month or two.
The hall, staircase and west room at the

Le Port de Marseilles,
31 x 36 in. Painted in 1916.

Albert Marquet,

Art Gallery have been redecorated. If
somewhat
overdue, it seemed sensible
to wait until we could replace the dreadful doorway into the lift at the top of the
stairs and replace it with a respectablydesigned pair the other will lead into
the museum. The unfortunate
opening
from the west room to south room has
been abolished so that the former now
has an integrity of its own as a gallery
rather than functioning merely as a passage room. The new lighting
on the
same principle as that in the Queen'
Room will make it possible to enjoy the
pictures all through the year too. The
south room somewhat incidentally
also
benefited. Last, but by no means least,
of the improvements
is the enormous
chandelier designed by Mr. Mason Jones
which now hangs over the staircase well.
The next event, we hope in June, will
be the inauguration of the lectour system
at the Art Gallery. This is basically the
same sort of thing that one finds in American galleries
a means of individually
receiving a commentary on the picturesbut we think we can make it a little more

—

—

—

—

flexible. Much gratitude is due to Granada
who have presented
this very costly
equipment to Leeds and thereby given
visitors the chance to concentrate two of
their faculties on the job in hand, eyes
for seeing the pictures and ears for hearing

about them.
Still further in the future is the opening
of Lotherton Hall as a country house
museum set in lovely gardens. It is very
much hoped that this can take place during
the summer of 1969 probably June—
meanwhile there is a great deal to be done
but at least planning
has started in
earnest. Members will have read in the
press of this staggeringly
generous gift
by Sir Alvary and Lady Gascoigne of the
estate, the house and its collections to
Leeds. There is no point in saying more
at this stage than that the house promises to adapt itself very happily to its
new life and indeed eventually to provide
a much better home for the costume, as
well as other special collections, than
Temple Newsam could.
Lotherton, its contents and the artistic
niche it will fill in relation to Temple
Newsam and the Art Gallery, will certainly provide a great deal of material for
future Calendars.

—

The Victorian Chapel
at Temple Newsam
In her memoir Sunshine and Shadotvs Over a
Lady Mary Meynell, who lived
for many years with her aunt the Hon.
Mrs Emily Charlotte Meynell Ingram at
on her
Temple Newsam, commented
companion's "quality of improving, transforming and perfecting a building till it
reached the climax of her ideal." The
truth of this remark is illustrated by the
stately church of 'The Holy Angels't
Hoar Cross in Staffordshire, which she
built with the aid of George Bodley as a
Long Life,

memorial to her husband who died in 1871
and which became "the absorbing thought
of her life".2 Copious letters preserved
amongst the Halifax papers at Garrowby
show how meticulously she supervised the
of every detail, constantly
arrangement
insisting on minor alterations and, shortly
after its completion in 1876, ordered the
entire west end to be reconstructed in
order to improve the proportions and
then tore up the accounts so that no one
should ever know how much the church
cost. The alterations which Mrs. Meynell
Ingram made at Temple Newsam in
collaboration with G. F. Bodley and later
C. E. Kempes were carried out with a
similar attention to detail and lack of
regard for expense.
In 1877, a year after the church at Hoar
Cross had been finished, Mrs. Meynell
Ingram commissioned Bodley to advise
her on converting the library at Temple
Newsam into a private chapel, for the
house had contained no place of worship
since the original Jacobean chapel was
turned into a kitchen in 1796. Bodley was
a natural choice of architect, for her father,
Charles 1st Viscount Halifax, was a leader
of the High Church movement and Bodley, more than anyone else, set the tone in
ecclesiastical decor in conservative AngloCatholic circles.

The early-Georgian library situated at
the east end of the north wing immediately
over the old chapel was ideally suited for
conversion: it had been lavishly decorated
by the York school of craftsmen between
1740 and 1745 and was the most sumptuous
room in the house. It was described in the
following glowing terms by a visitor to
Temple Newsam in 1755: "from 5 o'lock
in the Morning to 10 at Night I am busy
in his Lordship's elegant Library supported
by 24 pillars of the Corinthian order,
betwixt which are large cases filled with
choice printed Books and a Press of MSS.
and two Large Closetts full of writings
which I have not yet seen."4 The body of
the room was readily adaptable as a
chapel while the closet (only one of which
remained) served as vestry and sacristry.
A glance at the accompanying illustration (Fig. I) reveals how Bodley achieved
the conversion with a minimum of structural alteration. The recessed bookshelves
were concealed by simply boarding them
over; the original two-decker chimneypiece gave way to an organ; the large east
window was filled with stained glass and
an imposing reredos placed in the bayand decorative
furnishings
appropriate
additions completed the scheme. Sombre
blue was chosen for the paintwork and the
panels between the pilasters were covered
with a rich, dark-green cut velvet while
the frieze was garnished with gilt stars
and textss and spirals of gold leaves were
applied to the double columns flanking the
sanctuary. The interior thus admirably
reflected Bodley's taste for quiet, subdued
colours, garish tones in his view impaired
the spirit of devotion. His artistic ideals
were those of the Pre-Raphaelites and it
has been observed that he sought to evoke
the subtle atmosphere of a Burne-Jones
painting7.
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1. The

Chapel at

?emple

JVetosam
designed by George

Bodley for Mrs Meynell
Ingram in 1877
(prior to the alterations

of 1944).

marble reredos
The black-and-white
frames a copy of Gentile da
Fabriano's Adoration of the Magi in the
one of Bodley's
Uffizi, is apparently

which

earliest essays in the classic style. Although slightly hesitant the composition
(in particular the spiral columns) reflects
Flemish prototypes in
seventeenth-century
Ghent cathedral and elsewhere. There are
no grounds for supposing that the workmanship is other than English and Mr.
Anthony Symondson has suggested that
the design may have been executed by
Farmer and Brindley. The reredos certainly won the enthusiastic approval of Canon
Frederick Sutton of Brant Broughton, who
had collaborated in the decoration of the
church at Hoar Cross, for on 27 October
1877 Mrs. Meynell Ingram wrote to her
brother: "Mr Sutton is wild for him [the
Dean of St. Paul's] to see the Reredos here
and hopes (I imagine) that St. Pauls may
follow at a respectful distance in our
wake."9 It will be recalled that in the
1880's Bodley was in fact commissioned
to design a grand Renaissance style reredos
for St. Paul's Cathedral, the one at Temple
Newsam may therefore be regarded as an
attempt by Bodley to prove his competence
at designing in the Renaissance as well as
his customary Gothic manner. The altar
frontal is made of rich antique embroidery
worked in gold
with raised patterns
the carpet
thread on a satin ground,
leading up to it is probably Indian and
displays a dual lattice system woven in
green and white wool on a wine-coloured
field.
The handsome organ was built by the
Leeds firm of Wordsworth and
bellows being worked by an hydraulic
engine in the kitchen precincts. When the
engine was reoriginal water-powered
placed by an electric motor in 1967, we
were informed that it was the last surviving
model of its kind in use. The organ case,
like those at Hoar Cross and Pendlebury,
may have been designed by the Rev. F. H.
Sutton in conjunction with Bodley.
The upper lights of the tall east window
are filled with six stained glass panels of
angels bearing emblems of the Passion
the crown of thorns, the cross, scourges,
hammer and nails, the spear, inscription
Maskellt'he

and the sponge; each pane bears, within a
cartouche, an appropriate text in Latin.
They are finely painted in pale yellows
and browns with black details and were
almost certainly
supplied
by Messrs.
Burlison and Grylls, who were responsible for closely similar windows in the
church at Hoar Cross. This firm had been
founded about 1870 by Bodley, his partner
Thomas Garner and Gilbert Scott, Jnr.,
to perform their commissions. Another
firm, Messrs. Watts &. Co., was established
by Bodley and Garner to execute ecclesiastical metalwork according to their own
high standards. The set of four heavily
brass altar
and knopped
gadrooned
candlesticks (Fig. 2) can confidently be
ascribed to their workshops; a small brass
table lectern supported by an eagle displayed and the scrolled candlebrackets
attached to the reredos presumably came
from the same source. On the other hand,
the pair of brass flower holders (Fig. 2)
are identical with a set in St. Mark's
made by Barkentin and
Philadelphia
Krall to Bodley's
Communion plate, consisting of a
chalice and paton of sexfoil design together with a pair of glass altar cruets
mounted in silver (Fig. 2), bear hall
marks for 1877 and were made by Jes
Barkentin, a craftsman regularly employed
by Bodley for church silver.
The delightful cast-iron lectern ornamented with pretty Gothic tracery and
fitted with a fabric panel depicting lush
flowers and foliage in Arts and Crafts
style is identical with one designed by
C. E. Kempe (also of the Bodley school)
in the 1860's for St. Michael and All
Angels, Brighton. They are based on a
medieval example in the Cluny Museum.'s
To complete this survey of the furnishings, all carefully chosen by Bodley and
Mrs. Meynell Ingram to harmonize with
the decor, mention must be made of the
ornate altar cross bearing a silver Christ
figure and adorned with semi-precious
stones. It is stylistically related to the
I talianate ebony faldstool embellished
with ivory inlay and gilt enrichments. The
congregation was accommodated on simple
rush-seated chairs, there were also two
prayer desks, a communion rail, a credence
design.'he

table and a litany desk all beautifully
made in a walnut to Bodley's design.t4 A
pair of Byzantine carvings fixed to the
walls of the south window bay have

disappeared.'s
In order to create the correct religious
twilight illumination was provided by a
small brass chandelier,'
pair of candle
brackets on the reredos and four sconces
(there was no gas in the house at this
date). Three elaborately-pierced
copper
and brass lamps with glass containers for
oil hung before the sanctuary.
When completed the chapel was altogether characteristic of ecclesiastical good

taste among highly cultured Anglicans in
the seventies and must have formed an
ideal spiritual centre for the household.
The following extract from one of Mrs.
Meynell Ingram's letters conveys something of her excitement and reveals how
much care and thought she and Bodley
devoted to perfecting the minutest details:
16 October 1877
"Bodley arrived on Tuesday and (as
usual) all his offences which were many!
were condoned by the great beauty of

2.

Communion

altarfurniture

siloer and brass

almost certainly

made

c. 1877

to designs

by G. B. Bodley: paten,
diam. 5$ in., chalice, ht.
7 in., pair of cruets,

ht. 5 in., all bytes
Barkentin; lou'er-holder,
ht. 6b in., one of a pair by
Barkentin &" Kralli

f

candlestick, one of four
Probably by Watts Cy C'o.

his arrangements
and the hangings he
brought with him, so all was in order

Picture put up, and Dedication Service
on Friday Evening was as satisfactory
as possible. Mr. Sharp did it quite
beautifully and looked as well in his
way as the Reredos did in its! The boys
capocks are beautiful! Bodley calls them
red. All Leeds and all London were
hunted for the right shade in vain, but
at last a bale was discovered of (what
most people would call) a dirty brown,
of which Bodley was pleased to approve,
so it was made up accordingly with
black bodies as the stuff ran short at the
last. The masons worked all night and
day and the tailors worked night and
day, and my Composer worked all day
and dreamt of the music all night and
the Chapel was finished at last, and I
must go and put on my cap for lun-

cheon."'

It is interesting to discover that the newfangled reredos was obviously a special
source of pride.
The Dedication Service was held on
Holy Cross Day, 1877's and shortly after-

wards it was decided to introduce the loyal
and pious inscription
surrounding
the
balustrade of the house into the everyday
morning prayer to end the service, merely
A
changing the word 'King'o 'Queen'.
printed notice still fixed to one of the chair
backs stated that: "The Order of Holy
Communion as celebrated in this Chapel
is that of the First Prayer Book of Edward
VI" a salutory reminder of the family'
religious convictions.
The chapel was a source of great happiness to Mrs. Meynell Ingram, who did not
find the church services at Whitkirk
particularly congenial. It represented the
essence of her daily life and it is unfortunate
that the delicate colour scheme and many

—

1. Lady Mary Meynell, Sunshine and Shadovvs Over
a Long Life, 1933, p. 143.
2. Lady Mary Meynell, Guide to the Church of the
Holy Angels, Hoar Cross, rev. ed., 1959, p. 7.

3. In 1894 Kempe

4.

5.

superintended
the construction of a super-Jacobean staircase and made
similar improvements elsewhere.
Rawlinson correspondence, Bodl. MS. Rawlinson Letters, 114, 1 Jan. 1755, f. 447.
The following texts (above the sanctuary) are
'SVRSVM:
visible in an old photograph:
CORDA: HABEMVS: AD: DOM'we have
lifted up our heart to the Lord) and 'ADORA-

BO: AD: TEMPLVM: SANCTVM:
will worship in your holy temple).

TVVM'I

6. Bodley's aesthetic

ideas are clearly expressed in
a paper read before the Students of the Royal
Academy in 1855 titled: 'On Some Principles
and Characteristics of Ancient Architecture and
their Application to the Modern Practice of the
Art'. I am indebted to Mr Anthony Symondson
for drawing my attention to this pamphlet.

7. P. Anson in Fashions in Church Furnishings
1840-1940.
8. Lady Mary Meynell, Hoar Cross, p. 48.

9. Garrowby

A2/115/2. My thanks are
due to Lord Halifax for permission to quote
from this archive.
10. The altar vestments at Hoar Cross are very
similar.
muniments

integral decorative features were obliterated in 1944so. The room is now an awkbetween
a refined
ward compromise
Victorian chapel and a Georgian library,
lacking the memorable qualities of either.
Mrs. Meynell Ingram's church building
activities continued throughout her life.
In the neighbourhood of Temple Newsam
she employed Adams and Kelly of Leeds
to build St. Mary's Altofts (1872—
8), at a
cost of $ 10,000; in 1900 donated $ 1,000
towards lengthening the chancel of Whitkirk Church (Stephens & Bastow under
the direction of G. F. Bodley) and in 1902,
also with Bodley, built the church of St.
Edward, Holbeck, at a cost of $30,000."
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT

11. A senior member of the

firm believes that the
case was built by John Wood, Snr.
12. I am grateful to Mr A. Symondson for this
identification, also valuable information about
Jes Barkentin, the Kempe lectern and a variety
of data about designers and craftsmen referred to in this article.

13. The
their

of Brighton, Descriptive Sketches of
and Present Characteristics.
History
St. ltfichael and All Angels (ND. but

Churches

Past

Part XXV

c. 1880), p. 225.
14. Mr. Symondson tells me the design of Bodley's
personal faldstool is strikingly similar to the
communion rail and prayer desks.
15. When removed in 1944 these wood carvings
still bore a label recording their despatch by
passenger train from London to Leeds on
26 July 1877.
16. Not the one shown in the illustration.
17. Garrowby muniments A2/115/2.
18. A copy of the Order of Service is preserved in the
Leeds City Library.
19. Garrowby muniments A2/115/2 (letter 25 Oct.

1877).
20. Leeds City Council
Committee

Annual

Libraries and
Report, year ending

Arts

Sub-

31 March

1945, p. 4.
21. The respective costs are based on figures

in the
Pawson MSS, Index Book, Acc. 1038 (Leeds
City Archives Dept.).

Calendar of
Notable Events
in Leeds

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
Open

daily,

including

6.15 p.m. (or dusk).
Wednesday

8.30 p.m.

10.30 a.m. to

Sundays,

10.30 a.m. to

(May to September),

Six Tiepolo Frescoes from

the

Vicenga

Palazzo Porto,

These frescoes were commissioned by the Porto
family for their Palazzo in Vicenza and were
painted c. 1757 by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo
(1696—1770), the most celebrated fresco painter
of his time, in collaboration with his son, Giovanni
Domenico Tiepolo (1727—1804k They depict outstanding events in the history of the Porto family,
ranging from 1022 to 1661, and are therefore not
only of artistic but also historical value. The
frescoes have been lent to Temple Newsam House
by an anonymous Dutch collector who is now their
owner and will be on show until December 1968.

CITY ART GALLERY
Open daily 10,30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.
Leeds Gollege of Arts Graphic Design
Depart ment
June 29 to July 14
An exhibition of work by members of the
Department.

josePh 14rright of Derby

July 8 to July 28

An exhibition
of drawings
and watercolours
mounted by the Midland Area Council and circulated by the Museum and Art Gallery Service for

Yorkshire.

Watercolour Room

August
August

Cotman

3

Alexander Cozens
—
September 7

—

Print Room

July 2

The Early

Work

of

j

August 12 Charles Keene and George du
Mauriert the Art of Pen and Ink.
September
d. S. Cotman: Pencil Sketches. Pt. I.

10

S.

Exhibitions
Batley

in

other Yorkshire GaIleries

Batley and District Schools Art Exhibition
Coasts of Britain
1968 Selection (A.E.B.)
British Art 1961/64 (Arts Council)
Children's Royal .4caderny (A.E.B.)

Bradford

Modern SculPture and

Sculptors'rawings

Bradford Arts Club
British Studio Pottery

(1'.

(V. & A)

&" A.)
Times (TA.S.)

Torkshire in Anglian

E. M.

(I.A.S.)

June
July

to July 1
to July 15
August 17 to September 7
September 14 to October 12
1

1

June 8 to July 28
June 29 to August

1

August 10 to September 29
August 24 to September 26

(Boiling Hall)

Photographs

Brighouse

Brighouse Children's Theatre Exhibition
Modern PhotograPhy (1'. 6o" A.)
Francis Kelly ( T.A.S.)
London Porcelain ( V. &" A.)

July 13 to July 27
August 10 to September 1
September 21 to October 13
September 28 to November 17

Doncaster

W. D. jordan (Cleckheaton)
Russell Flint Exhibition
Heeley Art Club

June 29 to July 28

Harrogate

Children's Royal Academy (A.E.B:)
Harrogate Festit al Exhibition

June 22 to July 14

Halifax

Halifax Art Society
Halifax Art Council
1 isual .4rts
Halifax Schools

August 3 to September 1
September 7 to September 22
September 28 to October 13

Huddersfield

L. S. Lowry (1.A.S.)

July 6 to July 28
August 10 to September 1
September 7 to October 19

by

~Yew Scul/iture

Sutclige

August 3 to September 1
September 7 to October 6
September 21 to October 12

60'66 (A.C.)

—

Modern Drawings ( V. &" A.)
Delftware ( V. td A.)
Huddersfield Today
Huddersfield
Society

Hull

Modern Photography

( V.

Francis Kelly ( T.A.S.)
Painting 64/67 (A.C.)
Loury (I.A.S.)

Keighley

Photographic

td A.)

World Crafts Council: British Section
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1
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Shegield Industrial
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Victorian Painting
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July 6 to July 28
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A.C.
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from July 20

Exhibition

V. &" A. —Victoria tk Albert Museum
Art Gallery Service for Yorkshire

A.E.B. —Arts Exhibition Bureau

T.A.S.
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Drawings

by Francis Place in Leeds

included in the Print Room's first exhibition in 1954 of Seventeenth-century
English
Dratvings2, and later the same year one
more was added, the very large (over 1 ft.
by 3 ft.) view of Chester (Fig. 2), from a
number of newly-discovered Allan-Fraser
drawings.3 Now two more drawings have
been bought, also from Hospitalfield and
lately in Sir Bruce Ingram's collection,
Richmond Castle (Figs. 5
representing
and 6): they make a beautiful pair and are
a great asset to the collection.4 To these
may be added two drawings in Leeds City
Library. In Vols. II and III of William
Boyne's extra-illustrated
History of Leeds,
there
are fifteen drawings
inscribed
W. Lodge by Boyne, in pen and chalk, of
figures and scenes in Yorkshire and Italy;
thirteen of these are inscribed by Lodge
himself or ascribed to him by Ralph
Thoresby, and there is no reason to doubt
their authenticity.
The remaining two,
however, show a different style, characterised by a light and economical use of line
and suggestion of forms, which indicate a
and better artist:
close but different
Place's authorship is confirmed by notes
The
in the drawing in his handwriting.
two sketches are of York, and in fact
together form a panorama of the city from
the south-east, taken from the Mount, the
old earth-works on the Tadcaster road;
on separate
sheets
though
they are
evidently intended as one
Place therefore is now represented in Leeds by fifteen drawings, which
form a valuable and interesting collection.
Apart from their merit, they show many
aspects of his work.
The earliest drawing is probably the
view at Rochester of the castle from the
south, with a glimpse of the Medway and
Strood beyond (Fig. 1). This attractive
work shows the strong inffuence of Hollar,

Francis Place was an amiable northcountry gentleman, characteristic of the
Later Stuart era, with interests in fishing
and racing, science and antiquities; he is a
figure of some importance in the development of English landscape, and one of the
best artists produced by Yorkshire. His
drawings in Leeds indicate his local connections and his aesthetic achievement.
He was a member of the group known
a- the York Virtuosi, and was a close
friend of two of their number, Thomas
Kirke of Cookridge, and William Lodge
of Leeds. They shared many interests, of
which art and philosophy, natural and
un-natural,
were central. They worked
together on such projects as Dr. Martin
Lister's edition of Godartius of Insects, and
travelled on sketching expeditions such as
that to the South-west and Wales. William
Lodge died at an early age in 1689; his
place was filled by Ralph Thoresby. For
him Francis Place provided drawings for
the Ducatus Leodiensis, and through him
Temple Newsam almost acquired its portrait by Place's hand: with regard to the
view, Thoresby wrote to Lord Irwin's
steward that he "was surprised that notwithstanding
my Lord's positive orders
Mr Place had not heard one word concerning that of Temple
his Lordship was not forthcoming. Thoresby and Place maintained
their common interests and survived to
be the last of the Virtuosi; they died within
a few years of each other.
It is appropriate then that Francis Place
should
be represented
in Leeds. His
daughters inherited many of his drawings,
and the grand-daughter
of one was the
wife of Patrick Allan-Fraser, of Hospitalfield in Scotland, whose trustees sold the
drawings in 1931. Due largely to the
Lupton Bequest, eleven of these were
Newsam."'pparently

drawing.'rancis
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1.

Rochester Castle,

(c. 1670), 54 x 11 in., pen.

in the florid inscription and in the fine
pen-work; the careful hatching and the
clear, simple areas of shadow convey very
effectively the dry texture of stone walls
in warm sunlight. The elementary composition also suggests the earliness of the
drawing: in fact, Place has distorted the
perspective in order to show two sides of
the castle whilst keeping one of these
parallel to the picture plane. He met Hollar
in London in 1665, but the skilful execution
indicates a later date. He etched this
in a manner
subject
superior to the
illustrations
for Nieuhof,
in
published
1669, so a date in the early 1670's seems
most likely. It is interesting to see how
the etching modifies the composition: the
tree to the left is greatly enlarged, balancing the composition but also making it
rather conventional
and reducing the
emphasis on the Castle; the immediacy of
the drawing is further reduced with the
loss of the boats, figures and birds.
The Rochester etching was later incorporated in a series of views of castles
which included those of Cowes and Hurst
(Hake 14—16). Place visited the Isle of

13

Wight in 1677 and this tour is represented
in a slight sketch of the island on the verso
of one of the Leeds drawings. Turning the
sheet takes us thence across the English
Channel: the main interest of the drawing
lies in the inscription by Haver D'Gras 1677,
for 'Le havre de grace'as the full name
of Le Havre', and therefore specifies the
time and place of one of the artist'
meagrely documented trips abroad. Much
more fully recorded is Francis Place's
tour the following year in the South-west
of England and Wales, and from this Leeds
has the view of Mount Edgecumbe in Cornwall. The figure conveniently
adding
interest to the foreground may well be
William Lodge.
Leaving these early travels by Place in
the South, we may follow him northwards
in the drawing A Bridge in Bedfordshire,
which no doubt originates from one of his
many journeys to and from London. Ralph
Thoresby on his way home in 1712 noted
on 27th August that "in our way hither
[Bedford] we passed over two bridges of
about thirty low arches each"
perhaps
the very ones shown in this view. The

drawing however is much earlier than the
description, and probably may be dated
soon after the Rochester Castle. The drawing
is as fine and detailed, and again a wall
runs across the foreground; but here wash
to suppleis used consistently throughout
ment the pen. More important, the bridge,
whilst extending across the picture, also
recedes into the distance, creating a unified
feeling of space. The Victoria and Albert
Museum has a small sketch of the same
bridge. In this collection too are studies of
tree trunkss very similar in approach to the
willow by the bridge; they resemble the
trees of Savery and Keirincx, and show
Place's early affinities with Flemish landscape. Further along the Great North
Road, where it crosses the River Swale,
he found the subject of a later drawing,
Catterick Bridge. The bushes are still drawn
in a tight manner, but the bridge makes a
bold pattern of light and shadow; perhaps
this work belongs to the late 1670's or
the '80's.
The view of I'ark from the Mount belongs
to a group drawn in a very free style
contours are suggested with a few lines,
trees are rapidly outlined, and only the
essential features of buildings are indicated. The subjects of some of these are
very similar to etchings by William Lodge,
dated 1678, but the style is looser than
that of Mount Edgecumbe, for instance. So
these drawings were perhaps suggested
by Lodge's etchings, and probably date
from the early 1680's; Place is known to
have been in York then" when he was
working with Thomas Kirke on the Godartius (published in York, 1682).
There is now a break in the sequence of
the drawings until the end of the century,
when Francis Place set off on his travels
again. Late in 1698 he sailed to Drogheda,
and from there travelled south to Dublin,
where the following year he drew several
views of the town and its neighbourhood.
One of these is now in Leeds and shows the
Bay, looking from the south-western shore
northwards to the Howth peninsula, with
Lambay Island and Ireland's Eye visible
beyond. It is a beautiful water-colour,
whose charm owes much to the colour
scheme of browns, blues and greens; the
colour evokes the spaciousness of the coast,

and swooping birds, rippling waves and
bobbing boats fill the scene with movement.
On the same spot, Place turned about and
drew the view south-east, formerly in the
collection of John Maher of Dublin.t2
Mounted with the Dublin Bay is a pleasing
pen-sketch of Ireland's Eye, characteristically shaded with dots (Fig. 7).
From Dublin, Francis Place travelled
Southern
Ireland and North
through
Wales to Chester. The picture of Chester
(Fig. 2) has been dated 1678,'s but it
belongs to this later tour: it is very similar
in style and colouring to the Dublin Bay,
and in fact most of Place's true watercolours date from about the turn of the
century; further, there are several views
within Chester in the Victoria and Albert
Museum (E1496—1931, pp. 17, 24, 30),
which are dated 1699. The Leeds painting
shows a panoramic view across the meander of the Dee to the city amidst fields; it
is coloured principally in green and pink
with
the local sandstone),
(indicating
washes of grey-blue. But the composition
is less successful than Dublin Bay, suffering
from the large size: the picture is dominated by the empty sky, and lacks any
vertical movement. However, the landscape itself is eff'ectively organised: the
nearby massy cliff s are balanced
by
spacious flat fields, and left and right and
near and far are bound together by the
wide curve of the river, though the meeting
of rock and water is unconvincing. There
is a discrepancy between the size of the
picture and the detail of the drawing
which might have been compensated by
richness of incident; unusually for Place
there is only a solitary (but characteristic)
angler. But the city itself is beautifully
drawn: the larger buildings, simply outlined and shaded, rise from the prickly
texture of rooftops.
Two years later, Francis Place was off
again, this time to Scotland, following
Thomas Kirke's earlier route along the
north-east coast. On 22nd May 1677,
Kirke "went to Bamborough... there is
the ruins of a great castle on a craggy rock;
we were told it was built before our
Saviour's time"'4 (in fact, a little later,
in the twelfth century), and twenty-four
years later Place recorded its appearance

2.

Chester

1'1699I,

14$ x 37'n.,

watercolour.

/ien

and

(Fig. 3). Hugh Honour has compared his
of the rocks with Francis
Towne's, and he presages this other
Francis too in the coolness of the grey
wash and the space of the open bay with
the distant ships (the motif of the receding

He was now 54 years old and this was
the last of his sketching tours far afield,
though by no means the end of his
travelling. All the remaining Leeds drawings are located in Yorkshire, and the first
of these is of York itself (Fig. 4). It shows
the city from a site not far from Place's
home in the Manor, just upstream from
St. Mary's tower on the Ouse, and is an
excellent drawing
in a simple,
bold,
economical style not often achieved by
Place (it is remarkably similar to Girtin's
draughtsmanship").
But apart from its
aesthetic interest, this drawing tells us
much about Place's methods and attitudes
to art, for it is one of four versions of this
particular view: there are two other
drawings, in the British Museum and
York, and an engraving, used to illustrate

treatment

line, first seen in the Bridge in Bedfordshire,
is now used with accomplishment).
The
appearance of Bamburgh Castle, however,
is not recorded with complete accuracy:
Place has exaggerated greatly the height
of the 'craggy rock', no doubt in accordance with its visual impact, and also for
the sake of the composition. His two other
drawings of the castle are correct in their
and date from an earlier
proportions,
visit in 1678': they indicate how Place
has become much more than a mere

topographer.

3.

Bantburgh

Castle,

1701 7I x 15$ in.,

pen and grey wash.
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4. 2ork

4I

from beyond

x 9$ in., pen.

Sc Mary's 7ouer (1703).

Drake's Eboracum'
The B.M. drawing is
one of the group already mentioned which
includes 2"ork from the Mount, and is therefore the earliest. It is one of those which
would seem to be based on one of William
Lodge's etchings': it shows the same high
fence by the tower, and also Lendal Tower
still in ruins as a result of the Civil War;
it was drawn on the spot and has a sense of
depth through the use of tones of wash, but
it is uncomposed. It was evidently the
basis for the Leeds drawing, whose evenness and assurance of line may thus be
explained; there are changes, howeverthe high fence has been replaced by a low
one, and Lendal Tower has been repaired
(perhaps at the installation of the waterworks in 1682). At the same time the
subject has been pulled together into an
effective composition. This drawing then
is later: a precise date can be suggested
from the York drawing, which belongs to a
group of watercolours of the city, identical
in style, one of which is dated 1703. The
Leeds drawing, taken from a sketch from
life, with its omission of shade enabling the
source of light to be moved from left to
right, is preparatory therefore for a studio
watercolour, which with its simple forms

arranged in depth is in some respects the
best of the four versions. From this again
the etching is derived; here the fine
medium has induced Place to introduce a
great deal of detail and incident
every
stone of the tower is shown and the foreground bustles with figures. It is interesting
to see how this foreground varies: the
etching is busiest, whilst the watercolour
is quite empty; the British Museum drawing has one centrally placed horseman. The
Leeds drawing is most successful, with
enough activity to enliven the foreground
without detracting from the city beyond;
the essential boat is constant in all the
versions. The final etching therefore is the
result of a long sequence of drawings and
is at several removes from direct observation. At the same time, the etching and
the later drawings with their higher viewpoint are superior to Lodge's version, not
only as art (in their clearer and more
balanced composition), but also, in consequence, as topography (in their accuracy,
in the width of the river and the proportions of the buildings).
Completely different in technique from
I'ark from beyond St. Mary's Tourer are the
two views of Richmond Castle (Figs. 5

—

and 6). They are very difFicult to date
exactly; there are drawings of Richmond
dated 1674, 1689 and 1719, and several
others also exist, but they only indicate
that the Castle was a popular subject with
Place throughout his life. Nor is the style
comparable to any dated works; he used
wash at an early stage, in Le Havre, and
continued to do so throughout his career,
though never with such success. Perhaps
this offers a clue: as we have seen, Francis
Place was highly successful with pen and
with watercolour about the turn of the
century; maybe his achievement in wash
dates from the same period. It is indeed a
fine achievement: in Richmond Castle from
the Green (Fig. 5) he has selected a cluster
of buildings, and treating them almost
solely in simple areas of wash has created
a rising pattern of shapes, and simultaneously evoked the fall of light on cubic forms
5.

!L'

Richmond Castle J'rom the Creen (c.
chalk, and brown wash.

17001. 5f x 8f in.

move in diagonal rhythms downand outwards in space from the
keep. The view from the north (Fig. 6)
is exactly complementary in effect: instead
of a complex mass, a wide encircling space
is created. The keep is set down centrally
as a simple rectangle, with a suggestion of
about its base; around this
buildings
expands the open space of the hills, defined by the dark block of Grey Friars
tower to the right, the tree-tops to the left,
and the sweep of the moors beyond, all
suggested in subtle shades of grey. The
complexity, yet ease and freedom of these
drawings, put them among Francis Place's
finest works, and far ahead of contemporary English efforts in landscape.
He continued to travel about Yorkshire,
but the latest drawings show him remaining
nearer home. The Borland Abbey is comparable to two views in the British Museum

which
wards

6.

Richmond Castle from the %orth
grey toash.

(c. 1700). 5 x 7so in.,

7. Ireland's Eve (1699). 4 x 7< in.,
toash.

pen and broton

(Nos. 7 and 8), one of which is dated 1713.
shows the thirteenth-century
West
front and suggests the solidity of the
masonry. Sheriff Hutton Castle 1715 is even
more massive in effect: Place is interested
in the sheer bulk of the ground and ruins,
rather than the surface texture (as in
Rochester Castle). He is also fascinated by
the fall of light, describing it in a manner
to that of Bartolomeus
very similar
Breenbergh.
Such are the drawings in Leeds by
Francis Place. The range is not complete,
but they constitute an excellent outline
of his art: we can follow him through most
of his life, and to the North and South,
and East and West of England; we can see
him on his way into Wales and Scotland,

It

1. Pawson Mss, Letter Book 1705—16, Acc. 1038;
Mr. Christopher Gilbert kindly told me of this

reference.
2. See the Catalogue in Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 25.
3. See L.A.C., No. 29, pp. 4 and 10, and T.
Moorman, Some vvewly Discovered Drawings by
Francis Place (Burlington
vol. 94,
Magazine,
pp. 159—60).
4. One (No. 7.2/68) measures 5s x 8< in., is
executed in black chalk and brown wash,
and is inscribed Richmond Castle from the Green
by Place; the other (No. 7.1/68) is 5 x 7s in.,
in grey wash, and shows the castle from the
north with Trinity Chapel below and the tower
of Grey Friars church to the right.
5. They are in Vol. III, following p. 56, and are
drawn in black ink with corrections in red
chalk, with notes by Place, e.g. hay cockes,
willowes. The left sheet shows St. Olaves and
the Minster, and measures 4$ x 12 in.; the
right sheet is 5I x 13 in., and shows Trinity
and Clifford's Tower. The Library also possesses F. Drake, Eboracum (1736) and
Nieuhof,
An Embassy... to China (1669) which are illustrated by etchings by Place.

J.

6. H. M. Hake,
to

Francis

Some Contemporary Records relating
Society, Vol. X),
( Walpole

Place

No. 16.
7. Professor A. Noach kindly pointed this out.
8. R. Thoresby, The Diary (1830), II, 165.

and can follow him across the Irish Sea
and the English Channel; we can see him
working in various styles, in various media.
More important, these drawings include
some beautiful works of art. Place "succeeded in anglicising the Hollar tradition"
(Honour), but he did more than that. The
name of Breenbergh has indicated the
eighteenth-century
Italianate-Dutch turn
of taste, and Towne and Girtin have been
mentioned: in fact, in the Richmond
views, Francis Place was half a century
ahead of his time. A landscapist as well as
a topographer, he found in his travels
scenes not only of topical interest, but also
of natural beauty.
RICHARD

E. G. TYLER

9.

All these drawings are in the large sketch-book,
E1496—1931, pp. 68, 81, 114.
10. In the British Museum (Catalogue of British
Drawings [1961] F. Place Nos. 4a, 30 and 32)
and in York City Art Gallery (Nos. 1102i and
1

102iv).

11. Hake, Letters 8 and 9.
12.

J. Maher, Francis Place in Dublin (j. Roy. Soc.
Antiq. of 1reland Vol. 62, 1932), Plate III; see
also J. Maher, Francis Place in Drogheda, in the

same journal, Vol. 64, 1934.
13. H. Honour, Tork Virtuosi (Apollo, 1957), p. 143.
14. R. Thoresby, Letters of Eminent Men (1832), II,
407.
15. Honour, p. 144.
16. In Sir William Worsley's collection (exhibited
in Leeds, 1958) and the Laing Art Gallery;
their style is the same as that of Mount Edgecumbe,

and

the

Dunstanburgh

(B.M. Catalogue, No. 10).

17. The resemblance
Pritchard, and
Collections.

Castle

1678

was noticed by Mr. Julian
can be seen in the Leeds

18. B.M. Catalogue, No. 30, York EC/WD.69, and
Hake, No. 17 and Plate LXXXV(b) (Drake,
p. 332).
19. There is a print in York (Eng 175c), entitled
2 ork from St. Maries Totver Ao 1678.
20. B.M. Catalogue, Nos. 22 and 23, and one on the
art market.
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Gilchrist on the openi ng of the Park Square
Gallery in Leeds, following the closing
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